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Abstract

Analog simulation methodologies for the generation
of macromodels of analog functional blocks, as reported
in literature, are of limited use in practical circuit sim-
ulation due to frequent accuracy and e�ciency prob-
lems. In this paper, a new approach to model the be-
haviour of nonlinear functional blocks is proposed. The
approach is based upon the principles of systems the-
ory. The outlined methodology supports the mapping
of models from component into behavioural level. The
nonlinearity of complex analog modules is reected ef-
�ciently while the electrical signals are maintained.

1 Introduction

Executable system descriptions of analog circuits
at component level, if achievable, result for practical
applications in extreme simulation time and storage
requirements. Therefore, more e�cient methods than
Spice-like simulation of structural system descriptions
are required. Unlike in the digital domain [GDWL92]
[Ram86], a widely accepted hierarchy of abstraction
levels and transformations between di�erent levels is
still missing in analog design. A possible abstraction
hierarchy is presented in �g. 1.
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Fig. 1: Abstraction hierarchy

This hierarchy derived from [VM97] is related to
the structural view of a design entity, i.e. an entity
is described by means of "consists of" relations. At
the component level there are transistors and passive
devices available as basic elements. In turn, an entity
at circuit level is described by means of opamps or
comparators as components. The macro level is simi-
lar to the switch level found in abstraction hierarchies
of digital systems, i.e., the functionality of a basic el-
ement is replaced by a more abstract representation
including ideal components such as controlled non-
linear current or voltage sources. In contrast, mod-
els at the behavioural level are constructed by means
of mathematical relationships between input and out-
put signals. The connection pins of these models carry
physical signals, which are subjected to conservation
laws. In electrical systems, these are Kircho�'s current
and voltage law. Finally, at the functional level, com-
plex basic elements such as data acquisition or even
modem blocks are available. At this level, the conser-
vation laws are not valid at connection pins, i.e. signals
are not physical any more. The envizaged transfer of
information is indicated as in signal-ow models.

Several approaches are known from literature,
which attempt an abstraction of functionality from
the component and circuit level in order to improve
simulation e�ciency. Approaches to macromodel gen-
eration may be classi�ed into four main groups: nu-
merical, empirical, table look-up and computer al-
gebra based methods. Numerical methods, such as
[CL75] [CSV91] [JRS91], are frequently of limited ac-
curacy especially for strongly nonlinear blocks. Em-
pirical models were elaborated by many authors, e.g.
[BCP74] [GH76] [MT94], but, in general, these mod-
els su�er from an unpredictable accuracy and from
technology dependence. Table models and linearisa-
tion techniques achieve a high degree of accuracy and
e�ciency at the expense of considerable storage re-
quirements [KY91]. An exploitation of computer alge-
bra methods is an important alternative to numerical
methods. Their applications shown so far unveil, in



general, a lack of run time e�ciency due to the com-
plex task of setting up and solving large systems of
algebraic equations [Bor96].

An approach to model analog blocks at functional
level is presented in the following, which is aimed to
cope with nonlinear behaviour of functional blocks and
to consider large input and output signals in time do-
main operation of the block.

2 Systems theoretic

background of behavioural models

Systems theory aims to provide generally applica-
ble problem solving methods for di�erent disciplines
in science. It exploits the fact that real systems obey
the same physical laws and show similar patterns of
behaviour although they may be very di�erent in their
implementation.

System theoretic modeling traditionally considers
two major types of general dynamical systems: dif-
ferential equation and discrete time systems. Their
speci�cation formalisms are well-known, e.g. [Zei84].
New areas of application, such as simulation of mixed
analog/digital circuits, require models that contain
some continuous as well as some discrete parts. Sys-
tems theoretical foundations for these areas of appli-
cation are given in, e.g. [Pra91]. The proposed ap-
proach is based on these foundations and uses the
Di�erential Equation Speci�ed System with Discrete
Events (DESS&DEVS) [Pra91] as the generic con-
cept for modeling the behaviour of analog functional
blocks.

A drawback of existing approaches based upon sys-
tems theory is the underlying simulator architecture,
which in fact is some kind of experimental environ-
ment without relevance to standards and industrial
applications. The new modeling approach is not re-
lated to a particular simulator environment. It can
easily be mapped onto any simulator o�ering mixed
mode and behavioural hardware description language
capabilities. The application examples show simula-
tions runs with Mathematica [Wol88], which, due to
the restriction of not o�ering real-time capabilities,
shows qualitative correct results at low simulation
speed rates. In addition, the algorithm was imple-
mented in the EldoFAS simulation language [MM91]
enabling run time and accuracy comparisons to simu-
lation runs using Spice-like netlists.

The systems theoretic approach exploited in this
paper promises an easy mapping onto di�erent engi-
neering disciplines.

2.1 Behavioural models for analog blocks

Analog functional blocks are de�ned as a Di�eren-
tial Equation Speci�ed System with Discrete Events:

De�nition 1 (System-level model)

A system-level model for an analog functional block is

an 7-tupel:

BlockModel = fX;Y; S; �int; �; ta; fg (1)

consisting of:
Set of inputs X = fxijxi 2 IR; i = 1 : : :ng
Set of outputs Y = fyijyi 2 IR; i = 1 : : :mg
Internal states S = fsijsi 2 IR; i = 1 : : :kg

The internal state variables are used to describe
the functionality of the block. Currents and voltage
di�erences are examples for internal state variables in
electrical circuits. The set of outputs of the block can
be calculated at any time step using the internal states
and inputs.

State transition function for internal events

�int(S) = fmi(S)jmi(S) 2MethodsBlock ;
i = 1 : : : lg

The internal state transition function is evaluated
when a scheduled event is processed: it updates the
internal state variables. The internal state transition
functions are Methods as de�ned in the next chapter.

Output function �(S;X) :! Y
The output function is a recursive function. Its param-
eters are input and internal states.

Time advance function ta :! taext [ taint
The time function schedules the external and internal
events.
Rate of change function f :! @s

@t

The rate of change function calculates the continuos
change of one or more internal states.

The next chapter shows, how the elements of the
BlockModel �t into the modeling methodology. The
abstract components of the BlockModel given in Eq.
(1) need an instantiation for the envisaged application
domain.

3 Modeling methodology

The behaviour of nonlinear functional blocks in
terms of a relation between a set of input waveforms
X and the resulting outputs Y is given by the implicit
functions de�ned in the BlockModel. In the following,
the basic ideas of this approach are summarized and
the steps necessary to model a functional block are
given. Three di�erent cases must be considered for the
generation of an analog circuit model:

1. The output function describes a discrete signal
value when applying a discrete input signal to the
block. This direct dependency is used to de�ne
the state transition function for internal states.
Examples are found in DC analysis.

2. The output function describes a time dependent
signal waveform when applying a discrete input



signal value to the block. This indirect dependency
is used to de�ne the time advance function taext
for external events and for the rate of change func-
tion f .

3. The output function describes a time dependent
signal waveform when applying a continuos input
waveform to the block. This is used for the recur-
sive de�nition of the output function �.

3.1 Direct dependencies

When considering a direct dependency of the out-
put signal of a functional block on its input signals,
one can state this relation as

y = f(x): (2)

Independent variables are input currents or voltages
and dependent variables are, e.g., output current or
block delay values. One can generate the input-output
relation by exercising circuit simulation runs for the
structural description of the block at circuit level. In
order to arrange for a behavioural description of the
block according to Eq. (2), a description is required,
which approximates the relationships for user de�ned
accuracy values.

A so-called method is introduced for this purpose.

De�nition 2 (Method)

The domain of the independent variable is devided
into segments. Segments are de�ned as:

(x1; x2] = fxjx 2 IR; x1 < x � x2g; (3)

[x1; x2) = fxjx 2 IR; x1 � xx2g: (4)

Each segment is mapped onto a mathematical function
such that:

!1 : (x1; x2]! f1(x): (5)

A method is de�ned as a set 
 = f!i : 1 � i � kg of
segments featuring the following properties:

Completeness:

Df is the domain of the dependent variable.
If x 2 Df ) 9i : x 2 !i.

Uniqueness:

For every pair (i; j) of segments with i 6= j there is the
requirement of uniqueness:
x 2 !i ) x =2 !j.

C0 -Smoothness:

For two segments !1 : (xi; xj]! f1(x) and
!2 : (xj; xk] ! f2(x)limx!xj

f2(x) = f1(xj) is valid.
This property is important to ensure the convergence
of the simulation process.

Accuracy:

For each input value xi the corresponding output value
yi and the maximumerror value � yields f(xi)�yi � �.

Di�erent error norms and distance metrics can be
applied to calculate �. Well-known error norms l1, l2
and l

1
[Box78] may be used.

In previous work [Ros94a] some drawbacks of these
error norms were demonstrated for particular data
sets. To overcome these problems, an additional dis-
tance metric to calculate the error was implemented:
the Euclidean Distance. It tolerates small phase-shifts
and acts as a nonlinear low-pass �lter in dependence
of a scaling factor [YCJ91].

The most important mathematical task in parame-
trizing a method according to Def. 2 is curve-�tting
[Rat83]. An example of such a direct dependency may
be found in DC analysis. A method DC is used in this
approach, it returns the value of the DC analysis at a
discrete value of the input function. Figure 2 shows the
method DC used in the application example in Chap-
ter 4: it consists of 6 segments for a given accuracy
value to be met.
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Fig. 2: Method DC as an approximation to the
DC output signal.

3.2 Indirect dependencies

When applying a discrete input signal in time do-
main, the block returns a waveform, not a discrete
value as for the direct dependency. In this case a set
of output waveforms is generated.

These output waveforms form the data basis for
the calculation of the values of functions as de�ned in
the following. When generating the waveforms from
circuit simulation, the following points must be con-
sidered:

At �rst, a basic circuit is needed as input for the
simulator to generate the output waveforms for dis-
crete input values. This basic circuit is usually a open-
loop circuit for, e.g., opamps, with a discrete step value
at the input. Although the open-loop circuit is not rel-
evant in practical modeling, all properties su�cient to
characterize the block may be obtained.



3.2.1 Time advance function for external

events

When applying a step function waveform to the input
of the block, a certain delay can be observed until this
input produces relevant changes on the output. This
time di�erence is the delay time of the functional block
de�ned as:

De�nition 3 (Delay time)

The input voltage switches from Vin1 to Vin2. The out-
put rises in su�cient time from Vout1 to Vout2. With
tin50 = tjVin(t) =

Vin2�Vin1

2 and

tout50 = tjVout(t) =
Vout2�Vout1

2 , the delay-time TD is
given as:

TD = tout50 � tin50: (6)

All values necessary to calculate TD can be obtained
from the output waveform . This provides a direct re-
lationship between Vin, the discrete value of the input
step applied to obtain the waveform, and TD, the par-
ticular delay time. The delay time varies with the value
of Vin and with the rise or fall characteristic of the in-
put signal. The methods library generates a method
for this relationship as outlined before, whereas nega-
tive values of Vin denote a falling voltage at the input.

3.2.2 Rate of change function

Applying a (nearly ideal) step function waveform to
the input of the block, there is no step waveform on
the output pin. In contrast, the output signal raises
with a certain slope value. This slope is described by
a slewrate:

De�nition 4 (Slewrate)

The voltage on the input pin rises from Vin1 to Vin2.
The output voltage rises in a su�ciently long time
from Vout1 to Vout2. Now the di�erences Vout10 =
Vout2�Vout1

10 , Vout90 = 9(Vout2�Vout1)
10 and time points

tout10 = tjVout(t) = Vout10, tout90 = tjVout(t) = Vout90
are introduced. The resulting slewrate is de�ned as:

slewrate =
Vout90 � Vout10

tout90 � tout10
: (7)

The relation of Eq. (7) corresponds to an approxima-
tion of the slope of the output signal. All necessary
values are obtained from the results of a transient anal-
ysis of the functional block with step functions applied
on the input. It is important to notice that slewrate is
not constant for all values of the current step. Instead,
there is a nonlinear dependency between the input dif-
ference and the resulting slewrate values. Therefore, a
method as de�ned in Def. 2 are provided in order to
obtain a mathematical description of this dependency.
The method slewrate calculates the slope of the out-
put signal depending on the size of the step value on

the input of the block. This calculation is performed
dynamically at every time step as detailed in Section
3.3.

Now the relation between the rate of change func-
tion f of Eq. (1) and the method slewrate is consid-
ered. It is claimed that

�y

�t
:= slewrate(�x): (8)

This assignment is derived from the following obser-
vations. At some discrete point in time t(n�1) the
circuit is in a constant state, input and output pins
show certain signal values x(n�1) and y(n�1), respec-
tively. For the next time point t(n); x(n) and y(n)

are to be obtained. Their di�erences are denoted as
�x = x(n) � x(n�1) and �y = y(n) � y(n�1). The ef-
fect �y caused by �x is equivalent to the e�ect of a
step waveform on the input with size �x. This yields
�y

�t(n)
= slewrate(�x), which de�nes the slope of a

straight line that connects the points (x(n�1); y(n�1))
and (x(n); y(n)), respectively.

The method slewrate as given above models the
slope of the output signal for the input increment �x.
According to Def. 3, the value returned by slewrate

corresponds to the di�erence �y

�t
related to a discrete

time step �t, which, in turn, is related to �x.

One key point of this approach is the fact that
the transient simulation results are exclusively used to
gain qualitative characteristic functions of the block,
such as the slewrate, but not for quantities such as the
absolute value of the output signal.

3.3 Output function

An input/output description of the block behaviour
is needed to build the model. Therefore, the output
waveform is denoted recursively at a discrete time
point n as:

y(n) = y(n�1) +�y(n): (9)

The block model is used during a transient analysis of
a arbitrary system description. So the di�erence quan-
tity �y(n) from Eq. (9) is denoted by means of the
simulator integration time step �t(n) resulting in

�y(n) =
�y

�t
�t(n): (10)

Taking into consideration that �y

�t
is the rate of change

function de�ned in the previous section, it can be re-
placed by the method slewrate. The recursive out-
put function is initialized using y(0) obtained from the
DC simulation result. This yields the complete output
function as

y(n) = y(n�1) + slewrate(�x) ��t(n); (11)



where as

y(0) = DC(x0): (12)

The simulation algorithm is based upon this recursive
function. The discrete time points t(i) are determined
by means of the two-level event queue summarized in
section 3.4. At each discrete time step �t(i) the re-

sulting change of the output signal �y(i) is obtained
by multiplying �t(i) and the slewrate of the step re-

sponse function related to V
(i)
in

. The output signal is
constructed as depicted in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3: Recursive construction of the output signal.

3.4 Simulation algorithm

Time-domain analysis is continuous in the sense
that the simulator chooses the size of a time step to be
as small as necessary for accuracy. The model sched-
ules exact times for variables to change their values,
therefor discrete time simulation is used. Since the
simulator has to check e�ects of variable changes only
at scheduled times, a signi�cant speed-up of simula-
tion time can be observed.

t1 t2 t3 t4 t5

external
event queue

internal 
event queue

Fig. 4: Two-level event queue used in the simula-
tion algorithm.

A two-level event-queue as depicted in Fig. 4 is pro-
posed. The lower queue consists of the internal events

taint. These are the events scheduled by the simula-
tor, whereas the upper queue contains external dis-
crete time events scheduled by the model. An exter-
nal event is placed in the event queue each time any
event is processed. The time values for external events
are established by the state transition function of the
delay time according to Eq. (1). Processing an event
always means executing the state transition, the rate
of change and the output function respectively, i.e. the
actual set of inputs is used to update both the internal
states and the set of outputs. The following pseudo-
code summarizes the handling of internal events. The
functions called are methods as de�ned in section 3.1.

(* Processing internal events *)

when (event on(time)) f

(* State transition functions

for internal states *)

VD = difference voltage(Vin);

TD = delay time[ VD ];

(* Output function *)

Vout= V old

out
+� * sr;

(* New rate of change function *)

srnew = slewrate(VD);

(* Scheduling an external event *)

schedule event(time + TD, sr, srnew);

g

It is important to note that, although the methods
slewrate and delay � time are modeled using piece-
wise de�ned functions, the whole system is not a kind
of piecewise linearisation because the functions fi of

 as given in Def. 2 model nonlinear dependencies.
Furthermore, the algorithm outlined above is a direct
implementation of the system-level model from Def.
1. The output signal is then constructed recursively
as shown in Fig. 3.

The model requires continuous time simulation
in conjunction with the ability to process events.
These requirements are known from the simulation
of mixed analog/digital systems, where the time-
continuous analog part interacts with the discrete
event based digital part. The upcoming IEEE stan-
dard denoted VHDL-AMS [Pag97] is an enhance-
ment of VHDL 1076-1993. In VHDL-AMS, exten-
sions to support the description and simulation of
mixed continuous/discrete systems will be included.
These mixed-mode modeling capabilities enable an
easy mapping of the algorithm outlined above. The
model can be easily adapted to a di�erent simula-
tion environment by changing some syntax elements.
In fact, the proposed simulation algorithm has been
successfully implemented in Eldo-FAS, Mathematica
and Saber-MAST.



3.5 Instantiating the generic methods

An analog simulator, which works with the struc-
tural descriptions of functional blocks, is needed to
parametrize the methods. Extensive mathematical
functionality is needed to summarize the simulation
results. The process of parametrizing methods from
the simulation results and of collecting them in a ta-
ble format is denoted as Characterization Plan. The
Clang [SH91] characterization language is extended
with a link to Mathematica [Ros94b] to process the
characterization plan. This enables users to do arbi-
trary - even symbolic - calculations and to visualize
the results.

Requirements to a visual simulation environment,
such as interactive description of simulation and char-
acterization tasks, transparent supply of the charac-
terized data and high exibility with respect to evalu-
ation are realized in the visual simulation environment
ViCE [MG96]. Through an automatic parallelization
algorithm ViCE o�ers an e�cient execution of large
Characterization Plans, which otherwise would require
run-times of several hours on a single workstations.
Fig. 5 shows the Characterization Plan used to gener-
ate the method slewrate exploited in the application
examples.

Fig. 5: Characterization plan yielding the method
slewrate.

4 Application examples

The proposed modeling methodology is demon-
strated in the following for an operational ampli�er
and a �lter. Model instances for applications in time
domain were produced as proposed in Chapter 3 using
the methods library [Ros94a]. It takes just a few CPU
seconds to instantiate a generic model. The method
for the DC behaviour, as depicted in Fig. 2, is an ex-
ample for a state transition function for internal states
according to Def. 1. Additional methods include mod-
eling of the currents on the input and output pins of
the opamp.

The testbench for the functional blocks is a volt-
age follower as usually found in large signal analy-
sis [JRS91]. Note that characteristic functions of the
opamp established for the open-loop circuit apply di-
rectly for feedback operation. Simulation results were
produced by means of Eldo-FAS Rel. 4.2.2.
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Fig. 6: Comparison of output waveforms.

An opamp available as a standard component is
used as an example. The manufacturer of this bipolar
circuit denoted as MOPA1 [Ray] provides, in addition
to datasheets, two simulation models: a structural de-
scription at component-level and a macromodel de-
rived from [BCP74]. Thus, it is possible to assess the
modeling approach directly by comparing it to com-
mercially available simulation models.

In the �rst evaluation process the complex time do-
main properties of the opamp, such as settling time
and maximumovershoot [AH87], are examinated. The
methods were generated at an accuracy level of 2%.
Fig. 6 depicts the step response of the three simula-
tion models of MOPA1.

Table 1: Comparison of simulation statistics for
MOPA1 and biquadratic �lter block.

Model Block Nodes Mem. Time Speed-

[kB] [s] up

Comp.- MOPA1 83 930 55 1

level Filter 327 1324 123 1

Macro- MOPA1 15 877 18 3

level Filter 55 1098 27 4

Behav.- MOPA1 3 596 6 9

level Filter 9 915 12 10

Output voltage waveform, settling time and maxi-
mum overshoot of the model derived as proposed



in this paper are very close to the results of the
component-level model at a speed-up value of about
10 and at a reduced storage consumption as summa-
rized in Table 1. The envisaged accuracy level is met
for the speci�ed time domain properties, as depicted
in the zoomed part of Fig. 6. In contrast, the macro-
model produces results of questionable accuracy.

The biquadratic �lter circuit depicted in Fig. 7 is
used as a second example. A damped sine wave is used
as input signal, as shown in the inset graph of Fig.
8. In this �lter circuit, the opamps are modeled at
component, macro and behavioural level. Fig. 8 shows
the resulting output waveforms; the nonlinear e�ects
caused by the input signal are maintained in all mod-
els. Table 1 summarizes the results.
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Fig. 7: Biquadratic �lter block.

Fig. 8: Results from three di�erent simulation
models.

Speed-up values of more than one order of magni-
tude were observed depending on selections of accu-

racy levels, of the size of the property sets, and on
di�erent input waveforms.

Additional application examples can be found in
[HH95].

5 Conclusions

The proposed approach to behavioural modeling of
analog functional blocks at results in a considerable in-
crease of simulation speed while preserving to a large
extent the shape of signal waveforms. Its main ad-
vantage however is the reusability of the models in
di�erent circuits with arbitrary load conditions. The
interdisciplinary systems theory background forms a
basis for an easy mapping to both di�erent disciplines
and to mixed systems.

The actual implementation needs further improve-
ments. An integration in a visual programming envi-
ronment should free a human modeler from program-
ming details when generating the models. The mixed-
mode capabilities of VHDL-AMS will allow an easy
adoption of the approach presented onto the forth-
coming industrial standard. Applications from di�er-
ent engineering disciplines must be worked out in order
to demonstrate that the approach is interdisciplinarily
valid.
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